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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
GPLN member Almajdouie handles Cold Boxes in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia based GPLN member Almajdouie Logistics Company LLC succeed to win an assignment out of a
tough competition for carrying out customs clearance and transportation of two Cold Boxes. These units
were manufactured by Linde Germany for their HyCO / Ammonia Industrial Gas Plant on the premises of
Sadara Chemical Company, in Jubail Industrial City, Eastern Province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The cargo was received from the vessel gears at Jubail Industrial Port and safely jacked down, using
specially designed beams & stools. After customs clearance, moving such a bulky cargo out of the port was
again a risk, considering the narrow roads and two-way traffic inside the port. However GPLN member
Almajdouie found an alternate route without disturbing the regular traffic. After having succeeded to obtain
permissions from the Royal Commission to move out the Cold Boxes from the port they had to remove many
fences, barricades and several lights poles for its movement on the way to the gas plant. The Cold Boxes,
weighing 358 tons each, with a dimensions of 31.19 x 13.9 x 9.5m (LWH), were “like an apartment” to move
by road, GPLN member Almajdouie said in a statement. It was indeed challenging to handle these Cold
Boxes safely, and Almajdouie’s engineering team worked meticulously to move this huge cargo within the
given time frame to the site, using 36-axle hydraulic trailers.
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